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VISION

In re-imagining modern education, our vision is to create a safe inspiring
space, cultivate happy lifelong learners, build character and nurture
humble leaders with the values of service while delivering academic
excellence and fostering a global perspective.’
 

MISSION
To create a safe learning space where we develop not just exceptional
students, but happy children. 
To provide students with a challenging educational environment within an
international community, focusing on a global curriculum, integrated with
technology, and a plethora of extracurricular activities to meet students’
individual needs.  With an objective to ensure a conducive environment, we
have dedicated a sprawling campus spread over an area of 10 acres
comprising state of art infrastructure and world class facilities. 
To adopt and promote the UN Sustainable Development Goal 4- Quality
Education  
To pursue quality as an attitude and strive to develop students with
rational thinking based on a strong foundation of ethics and moral values,
build on the proven success of Indian education, while assimilating
developments of the modern scientific world in our curriculum. 



Our Mentor

Dr. Priyanka Mehta
Director Principal



Theme   
Joy And Happiness

These are extremely testing

times for all of us. But as it is

said- Tough times last, but

tough people last longer…

We shall all fight this together

and emerge victorious.

We are therefore, inclined to

bring the school inside the

comfort of your homes. These

new ways will certainly open

up new opportunities for the

students and for us. 

Happy Learning to all !!

Rashmi Kapoor

Sr. Headmistress

 

Learning is an ongoing

Process...

 

 

Diwali celebration 

Children’s Day

Talk Show-Healthy 

Science Quiz

Origami Day

Talk about Happiness

NationalJournalism Day

GuruNanak Jayanti

World Television Day

Handwriting Competition

 Mental Math Activity

Thanks Giving Day 

       life style.

News & features



Diwali is a festival of lights,
 

A symbol of hope and
prosperity...

 
It brings compassion, Inner

peace, love, and awareness of
being together ...

 
To celebrate the beginning of

this beautiful festival, a
Lantern Making Activity was
conducted during the virtual

classes.
 

Children enthusiastically
participated and made

colorful, creative paper lamps.
It was a lot of fun and

learning.
 

Diwali Celebrations
" The greatness
of a culture is

found in its
festival."

GLIMPSE OF THE EVENT



To make the Children’s day memorable
for our little Sarvottamites and to
celebrate their favourite Chacha
Nehru’s birthday, teachers conducted a
Special Assembly  which was filled with
variety of programmes including
special prayer, news, thoughts of
Nehruji , significance of the day, dance,
story enactment, poem, song and lots
more.
Children loved watching their teachers
dressed up in Nehru ji’s style and
performing for them to make their day
special.
After the assembly, a Class party was
organised together with Rock n Roll
dance party moves which everyone
enjoyed.

Children's Day

GLIMPSE OF THE EVENT

The earth reveals its
innocence through

the smiles of children.



“VIRTUAL SCIENCE
EXPERIMENT DAY”

 
 
 

There are no dreams too large, no
innovation unimaginable and no
frontiers beyond the reach of the

students of Sarvottam
International School. Virtual
Science day was held on 27th

November where our little
Sarvottamites showcased their

innovative experiments on virtual
platform.

Students displayed different
experiments with great

enthusiasm and excitement.The
event provided a platform for

scientific explorations and
innovations for the future

scientists.

GLIMPSE OF THE EVENT

"Science is a way of
thinking much

more than it is a
body of

knowledge."



GLIMPSE OF THE EVENT

VIRTUAL SCIENCE EXPERIMENT DAY



The spirited Sarvottamites of classes Nursery to Grade II are
always eager to take on fresh challenges and explore novel

learning avenues.
Our young performers participated in an Online Inter-
School Competition-Ubuntu-2021 organized by Mayoor
School School, Noida, and brought laurels to the school,

harnessing the given opportunity to showcase their
tremendous innate talent. Kudos to our young achievers!

 
Ekaanksh Khuraana of class Nursery got Best Ubuntu Story

Award
Prisha Gayal Of class K.G. got the Heartwarming story

Award
Aarav Kumar of class -I got the Best Team Award

Aarav Singh of Grade -2 got the Most inspiring story
Award.

 
The Sarvottam family is proud of the tremendous efforts
and achievements of all the students and wishes them all

the best for their future endeavors. May all the success that
has come their way lead them to bigger achievements in the

years to come.
 Congratulations to all the Winners!

 Interschool competition

GLIMPSE OF THE EVENT



Winners of Interschool Competition

GLIMPSE OF THE EVENT

“We’re not born
winners. We have to
make ourselves into

winners by our
dedication to the

grind.”



“If you know origami then
you would never get bored

because you can always fold
papers to create

something new." Happy
World Origami Day to you!

 
World Origami Day was

celebrated on November 11,
with lots of excitement by

our little bundles of joy. They
created fish aquarium by
using folded paper, safety

scissors, crayons and
markers. The

Origami activity aims to
develop fine motor skills in

children.

Origami Day

GLIMPSE OF THE EVENT

"Craft is a part

of the creative

process."
 



"Newspaper  readership  is
evergreen."

News paper reading will never go out

of fashion and keeping this in mind

we thought of having a Newspaper

reading competition for our blooming

buds.

Students read News during online

class and added a pinch of humor to

it.

It was indeed an incredible sight

where in all the young readers

showcased their reading skills

through this wonderfully organised

competition. 

Newspaper Reading Competition

GLIMPSE OF THE EVENT

“The newspaper is a
greater treasure to the
people than uncounted

millions of gold.”



GLIMPSE OF THE EVENT

Newspaper Reading CompetitionNewspaper Reading CompetitionNewspaper Reading Competition



Thanksgiving day is
celebrated as a day to
be grateful for all the
good things that God

has given us.
 

To celebrate this, we
had a card-making

activity, where
students made

beautiful cards as a
gesture for the
people they are

thankful for.

Thanks Giving Day

GLIMPSE OF THE EVENT



GLIMPSE OF THE EVENT

“The object of art is to give life
a shape.” 
Clay is one such medium which
promotes creativity. Our
Grade-1 Sarvottamites had fun
with clay during ‘SHAPE O
MANIA’ where they made
shapes with clay dough and
decorated them.  Children
loved working with clay. Such
activitied help promote self
confidence and also encourage
self-expression alongwith
improving social skills.

CLAY MOULDING
ACTIVITY



KODAK MOMENT 



Many children gaze up at the stars and
wonder about the far-away little and shiny
objects in the night sky and are always
surprised what is beyond their world. And
that beautiful world is called SPACE.

Space is the area directly outside of Earth’s
atmosphere. there is no air in space, which
is why astronauts have to wear high-tech
spacesuits to travel there. This also means
that space is completely black as there is no
air to scatter sunlight and create a blue sky
as we have on Earth.

There are thousands of galaxies in space
and the Milky Way is the name given to our
galaxy in which our Solar System is located.
It is called this(milky way) because of the
way it looks when viewed from Earth.

A galaxy is a large group of stars bound
together by gravity. The Milky Way is a
spiral galaxy, estimated to contain
approximately 100 billion stars. Our Solar
System is located about 25,000 light-years
away from the center of the Milky Way.
As we continue to explore we will find that
space and the universe bring exciting
concepts that astound the imagination.

TEACHER'S CORNER

Wonder Space

Ms. Niti Dhagat
Grade-2

https://www.twinkl.co.in/resource/ks1-speak-like-an-expert-challenge-card-space-t-e-2548593
https://www.twinkl.co.in/teaching-wiki/galaxy
https://www.twinkl.co.in/teaching-wiki/solar-system
https://www.twinkl.co.in/teaching-wiki/gravity



